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Topological Methods in Matroid Theory

Abstract

This dissertation develops the role of topological combinatorics in the study of

matroids and geometric lattices. Its primary motivation is the Topological Represen-

tation Theorem of Folkman and Lawrence for (oriented) matroids which states that

every (oriented) matroid can be realized as the intersection lattice of an arrangement

of codimension one homotopy spheres on a homotopy sphere. The theorem has un-

dergone several notable improvements in the last decade. Engström gave the most

recent generalization by combining combinatorial comparison lemmas from homotopy

colimits of diagrams of spaces with tools from discrete Morse theory.

We show that the structure-preserving maps between matroids induce continuous

mappings between these new topological representations, a result previously known

only in the oriented case. Moreover, we prove that Engström’s theorem gives a

family of functors from the category of matroids with weak maps to the homotopy

category of topological spaces, indexed by CW complexes. We also explore several

combinatorial properties of weak maps which have nice topological interpretations

in this setting. For example, we show how to encode the Whitney numbers of the

first kind of a matroid in the Betti numbers of a particular topological representation

of that matroid. This led to a new and conceptual proof of a result regarding the

coefficients of characteristic polynomials of matroids.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 What is Topological Combinatorics?

Topological combinatorics is the field of mathematics concerning, as its name suggests,

the interactions between combinatorics and algebraic topology. The main idea is to

translate a genuine combinatorial question into a topological problem whose solution

is well-studied and answers the original question. This contrasts the more classical

combinatorial topology where combinatorial techniques are utilized to address topo-

logical questions. The topological approach has led to multiple breakthroughs in the

study of graphs, matroids, and partially ordered sets over the last several decades

[Bjö95, dL03, Mat03]. Moreover, there are deep theorems in combinatorics whose

only known proofs are topological in nature [BK07, BZ92, KSS84, Lov78]. The pro-

totypical example has the following form:

One wishes to prove that a combinatorial object, X, does not satisfy some

combinatorial property, P . To achieve this, one associates to X a topolog-

ical space, T (X), so that P has a nice topological interpretation, T (P ).
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Thus, showing that T (X) does not have property T (P ) implies that X

cannot have property P .

The seminal work of the field is often attributed to Lovász [Lov78] for his proof

of the famous Kneser Conjecture.

Theorem 1.1.1 (Kneser-Lovász,1978). If n ≤ m ∈ N and P is a partition of the

n-element subsets of the set {1, ...,m} into m − 2n + 1 or fewer parts, then at least

one part of P contains a pair of disjoint elements.

This theorem is often rephrased in the language of graph theory: Define the

Kneser graph, KG(m,n), to be the graph whose vertices are the n-element subsets

(n-sets) of the numbers {1, ...,m} and whose edge set consists of all pairs of disjoints

n-sets. Under this lens, the Kneser-Lovász Theorem states that

χ(KG(m,n)) ≥ m− 2n+ 2,

where χ(G) denotes the chromatic number of G. In his proof of Theorem 1.1.1,

Lovász gave the following general lower bound for the chromatic number of a graph.

Theorem 1.1.2 (Lovász). If N (G) is k-connected, then χ(G) ≥ k + 3.

Here, N (G) denotes the neighborhood complex of G (i.e. the simplicial complex

on the vertices V (G) of G whose simplices are the subsets A ⊂ V (G) that have a

common neighbor in V (G) \ A) and connectivity refers to the standard notion of

topological connectivity (i.e. a space X is k-connected if any continuous map from

the i-dimensional sphere, Si, to X can be extended continuously to the i-dimensional

disk, Di+1, for all 0 ≤ i ≤ k).
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The proof of Theorem 1.1.2 is remarkably elegant and illustrates the typical ap-

proach in the field, so we include a brief sketch of it below. In this setting, the object

of interest is an arbitrary graph G and the desired property is the admission of a

graph homomorphism ϕ for G to Kn, the complete graph on n vertices.

The key observations are (1) that N is a functor from the category of graphs

with graph homomorphisms to the category of simplicial complexes with simplicial

maps and (2) that χ(G) ≥ k + 3 if and only if every proper n-coloring of G satisfies

n ≥ k + 3 if and only if every graph homomorphism ϕ : G→ Kn satisfies n ≥ k + 3.

Sketch of Proof. Let ϕ : G → Kn be a graph homomorphism. Then there is a

simplicial map N (ϕ) : N (G) → N (Kn). We leave it to the reader to check that

N (ϕ) is an antipodal map, N (Kn) ' Sn−2, and since N (G) is k-connected, there

exists an antipodal map ψ : Sk+1 → N (G).

Sk+1 ψ→ N (G)
N (ϕ)
99K N (Kn) ' Sn−2

↑ ↑

G −→
ϕ

Kn

Since the composition N (ϕ) ◦ ψ : Sk+1 → Sn−2 is a continuous antipodal map, the

Borsuk-Ulam theorem specifies that n− 2 ≥ k + 1 and hence, n ≥ k + 3.

We conclude this section by commenting that the oldest known theorem in topo-

logical combinatorics is actually Tutte’s Homotopy Theorem, which states that certain

two-dimensional cell complexes associated to a finite matroid are simply connected,

see Section 1.4 of Chapter 5. The technical aspects of the theorem make it difficult to

state, but it was instrumental in the characterization of regular matroids in terms of

forbidden minors. We will focus on a different topological interpretation of matroids

in this dissertation.
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1.2 History and Motivation

A matroid is combinatorial object that captures the notion of independence. There

are many different characterizations of matroids (i.e. independent sets, bases, circuits,

flats, etc) that are all equivalent via elementary, but nontrivial, cryptomorphisms. In

an effort to keep the introduction void of unnecessary details, we refrain from making

a precise definition until Chapter 2. One should think of matroids as combinatorial

abstractions of hyperplane arrangements, point configurations, matrices, and graphs.

This abstraction is genuine, in the sense that every hyperplane arrangement gives

rise to a matroid, but not every matroid can be realized this way.

A celebrated achievement in the theory of matroids is the Topological Representa-

tion Theorem which states that every matroid arises from a pseudo/homotopy sphere

arrangement [Bjö95, BLVS+99]. Thus, if a matroid does not come from a hyperplane

arrangement, it will at least come from a relatively simple subspace arrangement.

The theorem was originally proved for a special class of matroids called oriented

matroids [FL78] in 1978 and was extended to general matroids [Swa03] in 2003. In

recent years, it has been strengthened and further generalized several times by various

authors [And10, Eng10, Sta11]. We discuss these developments below.

Oriented matroids, as their name suggests, are matroids with some extra “ori-

entation” data. Keeping with our intuitive landscape, one should think of oriented

matroids as combinatorial abstractions of real hyperplane arrangements, point config-

urations over the reals, matrices with real entries, and directed graphs. To any vector

v ∈ Rd+1, we can associate a codimension one subsphere Sv = {x ∈ Sd : x · v = 0}

in Sd that cuts Sd into positive and negative hemispheres S+
v = {x ∈ Sd : x · v > 1}

and S−v = {x ∈ Sd : x · v < 1}. Thus, any finite point configuration in Rd+1 gives an

arrangement of codimension one subspheres in Sd.
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Figure 1.2.1: A point configuration in R3 and its (pseudo)sphere arrangement.

We will consider the more general setting of a signed pseudosphere in Sd, i.e. a

subspace of Sd homeomorphic to a codimension one subsphere of Sd together with a

designation of positive and negative sides.

Definition 1.2.1. An arrangement of signed pseudospheres, A = {S1, ..., Sn}, is a

finite set of pseudospheres in Sd such that

1. every nonempty intersection Sσ = ∩i∈σSi is homeomorphic to a sphere, for

σ ⊆ [n] and

2. for every nonempty intersection Sσ and every i ∈ [n] such that Sσ * Si, the

intersection Sσ ∩ Si is a pseudosphere with sides Sσ ∩ S+
i and Sσ ∩ S−i .

Observe that every arrangement of signed pseudospheres gives a cellular decomposi-

tion of Sd whose cells are indexed by elements of {+,−, 0}E. For an arrangement A,

define C(A) to be the collection of all such vectors.
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Theorem 1.2.2 (Topological Representation Theorem for Oriented Matroids, Folk-

man and Lawrence, 1978).

1. If A is an arrangement of signed pseudospheres in Sd, then C(A) is the family

of circuits of a rank d+ 1 oriented matroid.

2. If C is the family of circuits of a rank d+ 1 oriented matroid, then there exists

an arrangement of signed pseudospheres A in Sd such that C = C(A).

3. For two arrangements of signed pseudospheres A and A′ in Sd, C(A) = C(A′)

if and only if A′ = h(A) for some homeomorphism h : Sd → Sd.

The proof of Theorem 1.2.2 relies heavily on the orientation data, so it was long

believed that an analogous representation theorem for general (unoriented) matroids

either did not exist or was not worth attempting. In 2003, however, Swartz gave a

surprising proof of the contrary by relaxing the requirement of homeomorphism to

homotopy [Swa03]. For this, we consider the notion of a homotopy d-sphere, i.e. a

d-dimensional CW complex which is homotopy equivalent to Sd.

Definition 1.2.3. A d-arrangement of homotopy spheres consists of a homotopy d-

sphere S and a finite set of subcomplexes A = {S1, ..., Sn} of S, each of which is a

homotopy (d− 1)-sphere, satisfying

1. every intersection of elements in A is a homotopy sphere and

2. if X ∼ Se is an intersection in A, and X * Si, then X ∩ Si ' Se−1.

Let L(A) denote the intersection lattice of A, i.e. the poset of intersections in A

ordered by reverse inclusion.
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Theorem 1.2.4 (Topological Representation Theorem for Matroids, Swartz, 2003).

1. If A is a d-arrangement of homotopy spheres, then L(A) is the lattice of flats

of a rank d+ 1 matroid.

2. If L is the lattice of flats of a rank d+1 matroid, then there exists d-arrangement

of homotopy spheres, A, such that L = L(A). Furthermore, A can be con-

structed so that there is a fixed-point free involution of S which preserves A.

Swartz also defined a notion of homotopy equivalence between arrangements and

proves that for any two d-arrangements of homotopy spheres, A andA′, in Sd, L(A) ∼=

L(A′) if and only if A and A′ are homotopy equivalent arrangements, as an analog

to Theorem 1.2.2(3). So, the two theorems appear to be quite similar in nature.

There are two significant distinctions, however, that deserve some commentary: first,

by working up to homotopy, the representations in Theorem 1.2.4 are no longer

canonical like they are in Theorem 1.2.2; and second, the proof of Theorem 1.2.4 is

not constructive.

In response to the second distinction, Anderson gave an explicit construction for

such arrangements [And10]. Her construction works as follows, for any rank d + 1

matroid, fix a maximal chain 0̂ < f0 < f1 < ... < fd+1 = 1̂ in its lattice of flats, L,

and for each j ∈ {0, ..., d}, define Aj to be the set of coatoms in L that lie above fj,

but not fj+1. Consider the simplicial complex S on the set {a ∈ L : rk(a) = d} × S0

given by ∗dj=0(Aj×S0). Suppose the atoms of i are labelled {1, ..., n}. For each atom

i ∈ [n], define Si to be the restriction of S to the coatoms of L that lie above i.

Theorem 1.2.5 (Topological Representation Theorem for Matroids, Anderson, 2010).

If L is the lattice of flats of a rank d + 1 matroid, then A = (S, {S1, ..., Sn}) is an

arrangement of homotopy spheres satisfying L = L(A).
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Figure 1.2.2: The 3-dimensional simplicial complex from Anderson’s construction on
the matroid in Figure 1.2.1. Here, the points 1234, 125, 35, and 45 form a 3-simplex.

By its definition, S clearly supports a fixed-point free involution preserving A

inherited from the natural involution on S0. Anderson’s construction also allows for

a number of nice connections between oriented matroids and general matroids, but

it can also have arbitrarily high dimension. For this reason, Engström gave a more

general, and still constructive, proof of this result in [Eng10] using homotopy colimits

of diagrams of spaces [WZŽ99] and discrete Morse theory [For02].

A diagram of spaces, D : P → Top, over a poset P is a functor from P to the

category of topological spaces. One can think of D as an assignment of topological

spaces to the points in P with designated continuous maps between the spaces cor-

responding to pairs of comparable elements in P . The categorical colimit, colimP D,

is a means for constructing a single topological space from a diagram D, and the

homotopy colimit, hocolimP D, is a variation which behaves predictably with respect

to homotopy type.
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Definition 1.2.6. For a fixed CW complex X, an X-arrangement consists of CW

complex S ' X∗d and a finite set of subcomplexes A = {S1, ..., Sn} of S, each of

which is a homotopy equivalent to X∗(d−1), satisfying

1. every intersection of elements in A is a homotopy equivalent to X∗e and

2. if Y ∼ X∗e is an intersection in A, and Y * Si, then Y ∩ Si ' X∗(e−1).

Engström’s construction works as follows: Let L be the lattice of flats of a rank

d + 1 matroid with atoms labelled {1, ..., n}. Define S = hocolimLDX and Si =

hocolimL≥i
DX for each i ∈ {1, ..., n}.

Figure 1.2.3: An example of Engström’s construction on the matroid in Figure 1.2.1.

Theorem 1.2.7 (Topological Representation Theorem for Matroids, Engström, 2010).

Let X be a finite CW complex and let L be the lattice of flats of a matroid, then

A = (S, {S1, ..., Sn}) is an X-arrangement satisfying L = L(A).

The X-arrangements in Theorem 1.2.7 generalize homotopy sphere arrangements

since whenever X is an i-dimensional homotopy sphere, hocolimLDX is a codimension
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i + 1 homotopy sphere arrangement whose intersection lattice is isomorphic to L.

Diagrams of spaces provide more flexibility and control for working with topological

representations of posets than the more traditional objects such as order complexes.

For example, Engström’s construction allows one to construction homotopy sphere

arrangements whose dimension is determined solely by the rank of its matroid.

Accompanying Theorem 1.2.2 (i.e., the oriented case) is a result of Anderson

[And01], which states that weak maps between oriented matroids induce topological

mappings between their representations.

Theorem 1.2.8 (Anderson, 1999). If g∗ : V ∗(M) → V ∗(N) is a weak map between

rank r oriented matroids M and N , then ∆g∗ : ∆V ∗(M) \ {0} → ∆V ∗(N) \ {0} is a

homotopy equivalence.

Here, V ∗ denotes the covectors of an oriented matroid [BLVS+99] and ∆ corre-

sponds to the order complex of a poset. In the same paper, Anderson showed that

this process will not be functorial in general, but that it always gives a functor up to

homotopy. The primary motivation for the work in this dissertation is to extend this

line of work to general matroids using the homotopy colimit construction in [Eng10].

From this point on, whenever we refer to a topological representation of a matroid,

we will mean it to be in the sense of Theorem 1.2.7.

1.3 Statement of the Main Results

We show that weak maps between matroids induce continuous maps between their

topological representations and prove that Engström’s construction gives a functor

from the category of matroids with weak maps to the homotopy category of topolog-

ical spaces for each CW complex X, thus introducing a new framework for studying
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weak maps of matroids. Because the setup for our work is rather technical, we present

only the special cases of our theorems below and refer the reader to Chapter 4 for the

most general statements. For any matroid M , let L(M) denote the geometric lattice

of M .

Theorem 1.3.1. For any finite CW complex, X, every weak map τ : M → N

between rank r matroids induces a continuous map

τ ∗ : hocolimL(M)DX → hocolimL(N)DX .

Moreover, if there is a free group action of Γ on X, then τ ∗ is Γ-equivariant.

Let M(r, n) be the category of rank r matroids on n elements and let Ho(Top) be

the homotopy category of topological spaces.

Theorem 1.3.2. For any fixed r, n ∈ N with r ≤ n and CW complex X, TX :=

hocolimL(−)DX is a functor from M(r, n) to Ho(Top). Furthermore, if X is equipped

with a free Γ-action for some group Γ, then TX is a functor from M(r, n) to Γ-

Ho(Top).

The original motivation for these results was to obtain a topological obstruction

theory for weak maps of matroids analogous to that in Theorem 1.1.2 and [BK06,

BK07]. Such a toolset could be used for obstructing matroid minors and/or linear

representability, as these problems can be phrased in the language of weak maps.

Unfortunately, this approach has not materialized since, as we will see, the topology

of X-arrangements is too simple and thus lacking the structure needed to obtain

useful obstructions. Instead, we explore several other combinatorial properties of

weak maps which have nice topological interpretations within this framework.
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Theorem 1.3.3. Let X be a finite CW complex and τ be a surjective weak map

between rank r matroids M and N . Then

βk(hocolimL(M)DX) ≥ βk(hocolimL(N)DX)

for each k ∈ N.

As matroids are combinatorial abstractions of matrices, they have characteristic

polynomials analogous to those of matrices. The ith Whitney number of the first kind

of a matroid M , denoted wi(M), is the absolute value of the ith coefficient of the

characteristic polynomial of M . We give an explicit relationship between the Whitney

numbers of a matroid M and the Betti numbers of TX(M) which, for X ' S1, gives

a new and conceptual proof of the following (algebraic) result of Kung and Nguyen.

Proposition 1.3.4 ([KN86]). If τ : M → N is a surjective weak map and rk(M) =

rk(N) = r, then wi(M) ≥ wi(N) for each i ∈ {0, ..., r}.

We also provide a quantitative analysis of the work in [Eng10], including upper bounds

on the Betti numbers and f -vector of a topological representation of a matroid.

Following the spirit of [Eng10], much of the work in this thesis involves setting

the correct viewpoint under which the desired results fall out naturally from the

combinatorial comparison lemmas established in [WZŽ99] and [ZŽ93]. One of a

number of technical aspects, which requires careful bookkeeping, is that Engström’s

construction involves a choice of poset map from the lattice of flats of a matroid to a

Boolean lattice. The choice of such a map allows one to construct different geometric

realizations for a given representation, which is vital in a number of applications.

For this reason, we introduce the notions of embedded matroids and admissible weak

maps. We prove our results first for these new objects and then show that every weak
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map can be written as an admissible weak map between embedded matroids.

The dissertation is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, we introduce the basic

definitions and tools from matroid theory, homotopy colimits of diagrams of spaces,

and discrete Morse theory, followed by a review of Engström’s construction and proof

of Theorem 1.2.7 in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, we prove our main results: First, we

use the fact that a weak map τ between matroids M and N induces a poset map

τ# between their lattices of flats, L(M) and L(N). Then, we construct diagrams

of spaces on L(M) and L(N) and show that τ# induces a morphism of diagrams.

This yields a continuous maps between the topological representations. Next, we

introduce the category Å(r, n) of rank r embedded matroids on n elements with

admissible weak maps and show that our setup yields a functor from Å(r, n) to

Ho(Top), the homotopy category of Top, which extends to a functor on Mat(r, n)

of rank r matroids on n elements with weak maps. To finish, we establish some

topological interpretations of several properties of matroids and weak maps, including

the homological interpretation of the Whitney numbers of the first kind. We conclude

the thesis, in Chapter 5, with a discussion of some natural extensions and applications

of our main results.
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Chapter 2

Background

In this chapter, we present the basic theory and tools needed to state and prove our

main results. We give a brief introduction to matroid theory followed by an overview

of the necessary topological techniques, namely homotopy colimits of diagrams of

spaces and discrete Morse theory.

2.1 Matroids

We begin with a quick review the key definitions and theorems about matroids and

geometric lattices. For a more in-depth introduction to matroid theory, see [Oxl92]

and [Whi86].

Definition 2.1.1. A matroid M is a pair (E, I) where E is a finite set and I ⊆ 2E

satisfying

• ∅ ∈ I;

• if Y ∈ I and X ⊆ Y , then X ∈ I;

• if X, Y ∈ I with |X| < |Y |, there exists y ∈ Y \X such that X ∪ {y} ∈ I.
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The set E = E(M) is called the ground set of M and I = I(M) is called the collection

of independent sets of M .

The rank function rk : 2E → N is given by

rk(X) = max{|Y | : Y ⊆ X and Y ∈ I}.

We define the rank of M , denoted rk(M), by rk(E). When it is necessary to distin-

guish the rank function of a matroid M from that of other matroids, we denote its

rank function by rkM . The closure of a set X ⊆ E is

cl(X) = {x ∈ E | rk(X ∪ {x}) = rk(X)}.

A flat of M is any set X ⊆ E where X = cl(X). Matroids have many different

equivalent definitions, one of which is in terms of lattices. In particular, the flats of

a rank r matroid form a graded, rank r, geometric lattice where meets are given by

intersections and the join of all atoms is E, see [Bjö82] and [Sta97].

Definition 2.1.2. A lattice L is called geometric if (1) it is semimodular (i.e.

rk(p) + rk(q) ≥ rk(p ∧ q) + rk(p ∨ q)

for all p, q ∈ L); and (2) every element is the join of atoms.

We denote the lattice of flats of a matroid M by L(M). If M is simple, i.e. it has

no loops (cl(∅) = ∅) and no parallel elements (cl(x) = x for every x ∈ E(M), then

M is completely determined by L(M).
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Theorem 2.1.3 ([Oxl92], Theorem 1.7.5). A lattice L is geometric if and only if

L ∼= L(M) for some matroid M . If one restricts to simple matroids, then M is

unique.

Example 2.1.4. Consider the set E = [5] and let

I =

∅, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {1, 3}, {1, 4}, {1, 5}, {2, 3}, {2, 4}, {2, 5}{3, 4}, {3, 5}, {4, 5}, {1, 3, 5}, {1, 4, 5}, {2, 3, 5}, {2, 4, 5}, {3, 4, 5}

 .

We leave it to the reader to verify that I satisfies the independent set axioms in

Definition 2.1.1. Thus, M = (E, I) is a matroid. The flats of M are

F =

{
∅, {1, 2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {1, 2, 3, 4}, {1, 2, 5}, {3, 5}, {4, 5}, [5]

}
,

and the Hasse diagram of L(M) is drawn in Figure 2.1.1.

   

   





Figure 2.1.1: The lattice of flats of the matroid M .

We will use the lattice-theoretic interpretation of matroids for the remainder of

the dissertation. The following three lemmas will be especially useful:
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Lemma 2.1.5 ([Sta97], Corollary 3.9.3 (dual version)). Let L be a geometric lattice

and let p be any rank one element of L. Then the Möbius function µL of L satisfies

µL(0̂, 1̂) = −
∑

q coatom of L such that q � p

µL(0̂, q).

Lemma 2.1.6 ([Rot64], Theorem 4(a)). If L is a finite geometric lattice, then

µL(0̂, p) 6= 0 for each p ∈ L.

Lemma 2.1.7 ([Bjö82], Theorem 2.1). Let L be a finite, rank r, geometric lattice

and let (a, b) be an open interval in L, i.e. (a, b) = L>a ∩ L<b. Then

H̃i(∆((a, b));Z) ∼=


0 i 6= r − 2,

Z|µL(a,b)| i = r − 2,

where ∆((a, b)) denotes the order complex of (a, b).

Next, we introduce the structure-preserving maps between matroids. There are

two common notions for a morphism between matroids — weak and strong maps.

As matroids are combinatorial abstractions of vector configurations, matroid maps

are combinatorial abstractions of linear transformations, in the sense that they map

vectors to vectors and dependent sets to dependent sets. When working with matroid

maps, it is customary to adjoin a zero element to each matroid M = (E, I) to get

the matroid Mo = (E ∪ o, I). This allows us to express the deletion of an element e

as a set map (in which e 7→ o). This alteration has no effect on our work since L(M)

and L(Mo) are always isomorphic as lattices. For the rest of this section, we assume

M and N are matroids and that any function f : M → N consists of a set map from

E(M) ∪ o to E(N) ∪ o mapping o to o.
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Definition 2.1.8. A weak map is a function τ : M → N satisfying the condition if

X ⊆ E(M) such that τ |X is injective and τ(X) ∈ I(N), then X ∈ I(M).

An easy consequence of this definition is the following useful characterization of

weak maps, see Section 9.1 of [Whi86].

Lemma 2.1.9. A function τ is a weak map from M to N if and only if for each

X ⊆ E(M), rkN(τ(X)) ≤ rkM(X).

Proof. Suppose that τ : M → N is a weak map, X ⊆ E(M), and Y is a

maximal independent set in τ(X). For each y ∈ Y , fix an element xy ∈ τ−1(y). Then

{xy | y ∈ Y } ∈ I(M). Thus, rkN(τ(X)) ≤ rkM(X). Now suppose τ : E(M)→ E(N)

is a map satisfying rkN(τ(X)) ≤ rkM(X) for eachX ⊆ E(M) and letX ⊆ E(M) such

that τ |X is injective and τ(X) ∈ I(N). Then rkN(τ(X)) = |τ(X)| = |X| ≤ rkM(X).

Since rkM(X) ≤ |X| for all X ⊆ E(M), we get that rkM(X) = |X| and hence,

X ∈ I(M).

Definition 2.1.10. A strong map is a function σ : M → N satisfying the condition

that the preimage of any flat in N is a flat of M .

Just as with matroids, weak and strong maps have nice lattice-theoretic inter-

pretations. Any set map f : E(M) → E(N) induces an order-preserving map

f# : L(M) → L(N) given by f#(X) = cl(f(X)) for each X ⊆ E(M). By Lemma

2.1.9, a set map τ : E(M)∪ o→ E(N)∪ o mapping o to o is a weak map from M to

N if and only if τ# : L(M) → L(N) is a poset map where rkN(τ#(X)) ≤ rkM(X)

for all X ∈ L(M). In addition, a weak map σ is strong if we add the requirement

that σ# is join-preserving (i.e. σ#(X ∨ Y ) = σ#(X) ∨ σ#(Y ) for all X, Y ∈ L(M)).

A weak map τ is called non-annihilating if and only if τ# maps atoms to atoms.
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Example 2.1.11. Let M be the matroid defined in Example 2.1.4 and define N to

be the matroid ([5], I) where

I =

∅, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {1, 3}, {1, 4}, {1, 5}, {2, 3}, {2, 4}{2, 5}, {3, 5}, {4, 5}, {1, 3, 5}, {1, 4, 5}, {2, 3, 5}, {2, 4, 5}

 .

The flats of N are

F =

{
∅, {1, 2}, {3, 4}, {5}, {1, 2, 3, 4}, {1, 2, 5}, {3, 4, 5}, [5]

}
.

If id : [5] → [5] is the identity map, then id# : L(M) → L(N) is the identity

everywhere except for id#(3) = id#(4) = 34 and id#(35) = id#(45) = 345. From

Figure 2.1.2, it is clear that id# satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2.1.9 and hence,

id : M → N is a weak map.

   

   



 

  





Figure 2.1.2: The Hasse diagrams of L(M) (left) and L(N) (right).

Remark 2.1.12. If τ : M → N is a surjective weak map, then each Y ∈ E(N) can

be rewritten as Y ′ = τ−1(Y ) to form a matroid N ′ ∼= N with ground set E(M) such

that τ is equivalent to id : M → N ′. So, it is often sufficient to restrict our attention

to identity maps between matroids on the same ground set.
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In Section 4.4, we will be especially interested in surjective weak maps, at which

point the following lemmas will be useful.

Lemma 2.1.13. If τ : M → N is a surjective weak map, then τ# : L(M) → L(N)

is a surjective poset map.

Proof. By Remark 2.1.12, we may assume that τ is the identity map between

matroids with a common ground set E. Suppose there exists Y ⊆ E such that

Y ∈ L(N) and Y /∈ L(M). Then Y ( clN(clM(Y )). Let X ∈ L(M) be a maximal

flat contained in Y . Then rkM(X) = rkM(clM(Y )) − 1 and thus, rkN(clN(X)) ≥

rkN(clN(clM(Y )))− 1. Since clN(X) ⊆ Y , we must have clN(X) = Y .

Definition 2.1.14. For a rank r matroid M , the kth truncation T k(M) of M is

the matroid of rank r − k on E(M) whose rank function rk is given as follows: For

X ⊆ E(M),

rk(X) =


r − k rkM(X) ≥ r − k,

rkM(X) otherwise.

Observe that if M and N are matroids with E(M) = E(N), rk(M) ≥ rk(N),

and id : M → N is a weak map, then id : T rk(M)−rk(N)(M)→ N is also a weak map.

By Remark 2.1.12, again, we get the following:

Lemma 2.1.15 ([Whi86], Lemma 9.3.1). Every surjective weak map τ : M → N

uniquely factors uniquely through T rk(M)−rk(N)(M).

This yields a strengthening of Lemma 2.1.13.

Lemma 2.1.16. If τ : M → N is a surjective weak map, then for every Y ∈ L(N),

there exists X ∈ (τ#)
−1

(Y ) with rkM(X) = rkN(Y ).
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Proof. Let Y ∈ L(N) and let X ∈ (τ#)
−1

(Y ). If rkM(X) = rkN(Y ), we are

done, so assume rkM(X) > rkN(Y ). Then τ |X : M(X)→ N(Y ) is a surjective weak

map and, by Lemma 2.1.15, factors through T rkM (X)−rkN (Y )(M(X)). Thus, the rank

rkN(Y ) elements of M(X) are mapped to Y by (τ |X)# and hence, by τ# as well.

We conclude this section with a common statistic on matroids that will give a

nice combinatorial formula for the homotopy type of a topological representation.

Definition 2.1.17. The Whitney numbers, wk(M), of the first kind are given by

wk(M) =
∑

X : rk(X)=k

|µL(M)(0̂, X)|,

where the sum is over all the rank k flats X in L(M).

When we restrict our attention to matroids of a fixed rank, the Whitney numbers

of the first kind behave very predictably with respect to weak maps [Luc74, Luc75].

Proposition 2.1.18 ([Whi86], Corollary 9.3.7). If τ : M → N is a surjective weak

map and rk(M) = rk(N) = r, then wk(M) ≥ wk(N) for each k ∈ {0, ..., r}.

In the case that τ in Proposition 2.1.18 is a strong map, we get that wk(M) =

wk(N) for each k ∈ {0, ..., r} which is evidenced in the following proposition.

Proposition 2.1.19 ([Oxl92], Corollary 7.3.4). If σ : M → N is a surjective strong

map and rk(M) = rk(N), then M ∼= N .

2.2 Diagrams of Spaces

Next, we build up the necessary topological machinery in the way of diagrams of

spaces. A diagram of spaces is a (covariant) functor D : I → Top for some small
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category I. In this dissertation, we are only concerned with the case where I is a

finite poset. Recall that, in the language of category theory, a poset P = (S,≤) over

a set S is a category whose objects are the elements of S and between any two points

p, q ∈ S, there is a unique morphism p → q when p ≥ q or no morphism otherwise.

In this setting, a functor D : P → Top consists of the following data:

Definition 2.2.1. A P -diagram of spaces D consists of

• a finite poset P ,

• a CW complex D(p) for every p ∈ P ,

• a continuous map dpq : D(p)→ D(q) for every pair p ≥ q of P satisfying

dqr ◦ dpq(x) = dpr(x) for every triple p ≥ q ≥ r of P and x ∈ D(p).

To every diagram of spaces D, one can associate a single topological space via a

(homotopy) colimit.

Definition 2.2.2. The colimit of a diagram D : P → Top is the space

colimP D =
∐
p∈P

D(p) / ∼

where the relation ∼ is generated by x ∼ y for each x ∈ D(p) and y ∈ D(q) if and

only if dpq(x) = y.

Colimits of diagrams of spaces appear all over in combinatorics and discrete ge-

ometry and are very convenient to work with; however, they do not behave well with

respect to homotopy equivalences. For this reason, we use the following object which

is slightly more complicated, but much more compatible with homotopy theory.
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Definition 2.2.3. (Coproduct/Quotient Version) The homotopy colimit of a

diagram D : P → Top is the space

hocolimP D =
∐
p∈P

(∆(P≤p)×D(p)) / ∼

where ∼ is the transitive closure of the relation (a, x) ∼ (b, y) for each a ∈ ∆(P≤p),

b ∈ ∆(P≤q), x ∈ D(p) and y ∈ D(q) if and only if p ≥ q, dpq(x) = y, and a = b.

In order to find an explicit realization of a homotopy colimit, we often use the

following equivalent definition.

Definition 2.2.4. (Join/Subspace Version) For any P -diagram D, define J (D)

as the join of all spaces in the diagram realized by embedding them in skew affine

subspaces. The points of J (D) are parametrized as

{∑
p∈P

tpxp

∣∣∣∣∣ xp ∈ D(p), 0 ≤ tp ≤ 1 for all p ∈ P, and
∑
p∈P

tp = 1

}
.

Then hocolimP D is consists of the following set of points:

{t0x0 + ...+ tmxm ∈ J (D) | xi ∈ D(pi), p0 ≤ ... ≤ pm, dpi+1pi
(xi+1) = xi}.

We illustrate the distinction between the colimit and homotopy colimit of a dia-

gram of spaces in the following examples.

Example 2.2.5. Let ∆ be the simplicial complex consisting of two triangles attached

along an edge. The complex consists of four 0-simplices, five 1-simplices, and two

2-simplices which are glued together as drawn in Figure 2.2.1.
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We can form a diagram of spaces D over the face poset F(∆) of ∆ by using the

simplices themselves as the spaces and the corresponding inclusion map for each pair

of comparable faces.

Figure 2.2.1: The disjoint union of the faces in ∆ with indicated gluing maps.

The colimit of the diagram identifies the simplices along each of the gluing images

yielding a geometric realization of ∆. The homotopy colimit of the diagram consists

of the disjoint union of the simplices in ∆ glued together with the mapping cylinders

of each of the inclusions.

Figure 2.2.2: Realizations of colimF(∆)D (left) and hocolimF(∆)D (right).

Each of the medium grey cells in Figure 2.2.2 is obtained from mapping a 1-simplex

into a 2-simplex and each of the dark grey cells corresponds to the choice of mapping a

0-simplex either to a 1-simplex first and then to a 2-simplex or directly to a 2-simplex.
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Notice that the colimit and homotopy colimit of the diagram in Example 2.2.5

have the same homotopy type. This is not always the case, even for diagrams with well

behaved spaces and maps. In fact, a natural homotopy equivalence of two P -diagrams,

i.e. a collection of homotopy equivalences {αp}p∈P satisfying αq◦dpq = dpq◦αp, cannot

guarantee a homotopy equivalence between colimits. This is a significant drawback,

even on an intuitive level, because if we take two collections of spaces which are com-

ponentwise homotopy equivalent and glue them together via the same combinatorial

data, we want the resulting spaces to be homotopy equivalent as well. The reason

this does not happen for colimits is that one can make too many identifications and

kill off interesting topology. One should think of the homotopy colimit as a way to

glue the spaces in a diagram together more carefully.

Example 2.2.6. Let P be the poset in Figure 2.2.3 and define P -diagrams D and

E by D(p) = E(p) = S1, D(q) = E(q) = E(q′) = •, and D(q′) = D2 where every

map is constant except for dpq′ , which is the inclusion map of D(p) = S1 into the

boundary of D(q′) = D2.

Figure 2.2.3: A simple poset P

The diagrams D and E are naturally homotopy equivalent, yet their colimits, clearly

have different homotopy types. In the colimit of D, D(p) is identified with both the

boundary of D(q′) and the point D(q) and hence, colimD ' S2. In the colimit of E ,
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all of the spaces are identified with a single point. Observe, however, that this problem

is fixed if we glue in the mapping cylinder from each map in the diagram rather than

simply making identifications.

Figure 2.2.4: The diagrams of spaces D (left) and E (right)

In Figure 2.2.5, it is clear that the homotopy colimits of the diagrams are both

homotopy equivalent to S2. We will see in Lemma 2.2.7 that this is always the case.

Figure 2.2.5: The homotopy colimits of D and E

The next two lemmas are especially useful when working with homotopy colimits

of diagram of spaces. The first one states when the homotopy colimits of two P -

diagrams are homotopy equivalent and the second one gives a nice formula for the

homotopy type of the homotopy colimit of a diagram whose spaces are all spheres

and balls and whose maps are all null-homotopic.
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Lemma 2.2.7 (Homotopy Lemma, [ZŽ93]). Let D and E be P -diagrams with

homotopy equivalences αp : D(p) → E(p) for every p ∈ P such that the following

diagram commutes for all p > q.

αp

D(p) −→ E(p)

dpq ↓ ↓ epq

D(q) −→ E(q)

αq

Then {αp}p∈P induces a homotopy equivalence α : hocolimP D → hocolimP E .

Lemma 2.2.8 (Wedge Lemma, [WZŽ99]). Let P be a poset with maximal element

1̂ and let D be a P -diagram with pointed spaces bp ∈ D(p) for every p ∈ P \ 1̂ such

that dpq is the constant map x 7→ bq for every pair p > q. Then

hocolimP D '
∨
p∈P

(∆(P<p ∗D(p)).

Next, we consider the notion of structure-preserving maps between diagrams of

spaces. Since diagrams of spaces are functors, the maps between them should be

natural transformations of sorts. Indeed, this is the case.

Definition 2.2.9. A morphism (f, α) : D → E of diagrams D : I → Top to E : J →

Top is a functor f : I → J together with a natural transformation α from D to E ◦ f .

Our main use for morphisms of diagrams is that they induce continuous maps

between the corresponding homotopy colimits. The next two results are lifted from

[WZŽ99], but are commonly known in the theory of homotopy colimits, see [HV92],
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[Seg68], and [Vog73]. From this point on, we assume D : P → Top and E : Q→ Top

are diagrams of spaces over posets P and Q.

Proposition 2.2.10. If (f, α) : D → E is a morphism of diagrams, then (f, α)

induces a continuous map f ∗ : hocolimP D → hocolimQ E.

In fact, the map f ∗ is completely explicit: If one writes each point in ∆(P≤p)×D(p)

as (λ1p1 + · · · + λkpk, x) where p1 ≤ p2 ≤ · · · ≤ pk = p, λi ≥ 0,
∑

i λi = 1, and

x ∈ D(p), then f ∗(λ1p1 + · · · + λkpk, x) = (λ1f(p1) + · · · + λkf(pk), αp(x)). There

is a simple criterion for when two morphisms of diagrams induce homotopic maps

between the corresponding homotopy colimits.

Proposition 2.2.11. If (f, α), (g, β) : D → E are morphisms of diagrams such that

there exists a natural transformation γ : f → g satisfying E(γ)◦α = β, then f ∗ ' g∗.

Remark 2.2.12. Whenever the components of α and β are inclusions and the maps in

D and E are also inclusions, any pair f, g : P → Q where f(p) ≥ g(p) for every p ∈ P

satisfies the conditions of Proposition 2.2.11 and thus, f ∗ ' g∗. This is a natural

generalization of the Order Homotopy Lemma [Bjö95].

In order to compare the topology of homotopy colimits of diagrams over different

posets, we use the following variation on Quillen’s Fiber Lemma [Bjö95].

Lemma 2.2.13 (Upper Fiber Lemma). Let (f, α) : D → E be a morphism of

diagrams. If (f, α) induces homotopy equivalences of the restrictions

f ∗ : hocolim{p∈P :f(p)≥q}D ' hocolimQ≥q
E for all q ∈ Q,

then (f, α) induces a homotopy equivalence f ∗ : hocolimP D → hocolimQ E.
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Remark 2.2.14. The Homotopy Lemma (Lemma 2.2.7) is the special case of the Upper

Fiber Lemma (Lemma 2.2.13) where P = Q and f is the identity map. In Chapter

4, we state and prove a weaker version of Lemma 2.2.13 in terms of homology. For

the full proof, we refer the reader to [WZŽ99].

2.3 Discrete Morse Theory

In this section, we summarize the basic idea of discrete Morse theory, which was

introduced by Forman [For98] as a method for obtaining minimal cell structures on

topological spaces. The aim is to replace a cell complex by another of the same

homotopy type, but with fewer cells. In practice, this consists of finding an acyclic

matching in the Hasse diagram of the face poset of a cell complex where pairs in the

matching correspond to elementary collapses. Babson, Björner, Linusson, Shareshian,

and Welker were the first to attain new results using discrete Morse theory [BBL+99].

Since then, the approach has gained popularity (and practicality) and is becoming a

standard tool among discrete geometers, [For02, Her05, Jon08, Koz08].

Definition 2.3.1. A partial matching M in a poset P is a partial matching in the

underlying graph of the Hasse diagram of P , i.e. M ⊆ P × P such that

• if (a, b) ∈M , then b covers a in P ; and

• each a ∈ P belongs to at most one element in M .

We say that M is acyclic if the Hasse diagram of P is acyclic after swapping the

direction of all the arrow in M , i.e. there is no cycle

b1 ≥ a1 ≤ b2 ≥ a2 ≤ · · · ≤ bn ≥ an ≤ b1
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with n ≥ 2, all ai, bj ∈ P distinct, and (ai, bi) ∈M .

A CW complex, X, is called regular if all of its cells are homeomorphic to balls.

This is exactly the condition in which the homotopy type of X is determined by its

face poset, F(X). Whenever M is an acyclic partial matching of the face poset F(X)

of a regular cell complex X, the cells contained in the elements of M are referred to

as the cells of M and the cells of X not in M are called the critical cells of M . The

critical cells of discrete Morse theory play the same role as the critical cells in ordinary

Morse theory in the sense that they encode the essential topological structure of the

space. The idea is that all of the noncritical cells can be collapsed without changing

the homotopy type.

Definition 2.3.2. For CW complexes X and Y , we say that Y is obtained from X

by an elementary cellular collapse if X can be obtained as a result of attaching two

cells, Bn and Bn−1
+ to Y along some closed cell of Y . That is, if there exists a cellular

map ϕ : Bn−1
− → Y such that X = Y ∪ϕ Bn, where Bn−1

+ and Bn−1
− denote opposite

closed hemispheres on the boundary of Bn.

Although we define an elementary collapse from X to Y in terms of gluing a

ball Bn onto some hemisphere of Y along Bn−1
− , intuitively, one should think of the

collapse as continuously deforming Bn−1
+ into Bn and identifying it with Bn−1

− . We

are now ready to state the main theorem of discrete Morse theory.

Theorem 2.3.3 (Main theorem of discrete Morse theory). If X is a regular

CW complex with an acyclic matching M giving at least one critical vertex, then

there exists a CW complex Y that is homotopy equivalent to X and the number of

d-dimensional cells of Y equals the number of d-dimensional critical cells of X for

every d.
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Example 2.3.4. Let X be the CW complex in Figure 2.3.1













Figure 2.3.1: A simple CW complex, X.

and consider the partial matching M of F(X) in Figure 2.3.2. It is an easy exercise

to verify that M is acyclic. By Theorem 2.3.3, X is homotopy equivalent to a CW

complex Y consisting of a single 0-cell and a single 1-cell. Thus, Y must be a loop.

     

      



Figure 2.3.2: An acyclic partial matching M on F(X) with two critical cells.

This is exactly what we should expect since X clearly deformation retracts onto the

boundary of a 2-simplex (the restriction of X to the vertex set {3, 4, 5}).

We will use the following near corollary of Theorem 2.3.3 .

Lemma 2.3.5 ([Eng10]). Let X be a regular CW complex with an acyclic matching

M and a critical vertex v, such that the cells of M together with v is a subcomplex Z

of X. Then there is a CW complex Y and a homotopy equivalence f : X → Y such

that Z is mapped onto a vertex of Y .
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In general, finding acyclic matchings can be difficult. A common approach is to

search for cones v ∗ Y ⊂ X, since the collection of all pairs (σ, v ∗ σ), where σ ∈ Y ,

always gives an acyclic matching on X. In the next lemma, we take a more systematic

approach which has been developed independently by several authors.

Lemma 2.3.6 ([Her05, Jon08]). If f : P → Q is a poset map and Mq is an acyclic

matching on each f−1(q) ⊂ P , then M =
⋃
q∈QMq is an acyclic matching on P .
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Chapter 3

Topological Representations of

Matroids

This chapter is largely the work of Alexander Engström in [Eng10]. Since his paper

forms the basis for all of our main results, we give a thorough review of its contents

for the sake of self containment. In Sections 3.1 and 3.2, all definitions, results, and

proofs are lifted from [Eng10] unless stated otherwise. The content in Section 3.3

is original to this dissertation and consists of several examples and a quantitative

analysis of the main theorem in [Eng10]. We proceed with some more notation:

3.1 Preliminaries

The following class of subspace arrangements generalize homotopy sphere arrange-

ments in a natural way. Recall that every n-dimensional sphere is a suspension of

an (n − 1)-dimensional sphere or rather, for every n ∈ N, Sn ' S
∗(n+1)
0 . Thus, an

interesting class of spaces are those that are obtained by taking m-fold joins of some

fixed CW complex X other than S0.
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Definition 3.1.1. Given a CW complex X, an X-arrangement consists of a CW

complex Y and a finite collection A of subcomplexes of Y such that:

1. The complex Y is homotopy equivalent to X∗d for some d, and dim(Y ) =

dim(X∗d).

2. Each complexA in A is homotopy equivalent toX∗(d−1) and dim(A) = dim(X∗(d−1)).

3. Each intersection B of complexes in A is homotopy equivalent to some X∗e,

and dim(B) = dim(X∗e).

4. If there is a free group action of Γ on X, then it induces a free Γ-action on Y

and every intersection of complexes in A.

5. If B ' X∗e is an intersection of complexes in A, the complex A is in A, and

A * B, then A ∩B ' X∗(e−1).

Given an X-arrangement, one can always obtain the lattice of flats of a matroid

in the following way. A subset {A1, A2, ..., An} of A is a flat in the arrangement if

no subcomplex B in A \ {A1, A2, ..., An} contains
n⋂
i=1

Ai.

Proposition 3.1.2 ([Eng10]). If (Y,A) is an X-arrangement, then the flats of A

are the flats of some matroid.

Engström showed that the converse to Proposition 3.1.2 is also true. His theorem

consists of two parts: (1) it states that any matroid can be represented as an X-

arrangement for any “nice” CW complex X; and (2) it computes the homotopy type

of the resulting space. In order to make the necessary computations, we need the

following two lemmas:
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Lemma 3.1.3 ([Eng10]). Let D be a P -diagram of regular CW complexes where

all maps are inclusion morphisms. Suppose that there are acyclic matchings Mq on

every D(q) for q ∈ P \ 1̂ such that

• for some vertex bq of D(q), the set of cells of Mq together with the vertex bq is

a collapsible subcomplex of D(q);

• every cell of D(p) \ {bq} is in Mq, if q covers p in P ;

then we have a homotopy equivalence

hocolimP D '
∨
p∈P

(∆(P<p) ∗D(p)).

Sketch of Proof. The idea is to replace D with a new P -diagram E such that

hocolimP D ' hocolimP E and all the maps in E are all null-homotopic. One can

construct such an E by setting E(q) = D(q)/Z(q) where Z(q) is the collapsible

subcomplex whose cells are those of Mq together with bq. Lemma 2.3.5 then yields a

homotopy equivalence αp : D(p) → E(p) for each p < 1̂ and Lemma 2.2.7 gives the

desired homotopy equivalence. Since the maps in E are null-homotopic, we can apply

Lemma 2.2.8 to get the desired result.

The next lemma shows how to generate CW complexes which satisfy the condi-

tions of Lemma 3.1.3.

Lemma 3.1.4 ([Eng10]). If X1, ..., Xn are regular CW complexes, then there exists

an acyclic matching M on F(X1 ∗ · · · ∗Xn) and a critical vertex b of that matching

such that

• the cells of M together with b is a collapsible subcomplex Z of X1 ∗ · · · ∗Xn, and
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• the complex X1 ∗ · · · ∗ Xi−1 ∗ ∅ ∗ Xi+1 ∗ · · · ∗ Xn is a subcomplex of Z for all

i ∈ {1, ..., n}.

Sketch of Proof. For each i ∈ [n], fix a vertex vi in Xi and define a poset map

g : F(X1 ∗ · · · ∗Xn)→ {0, 1}n coordinatewise by

g(· · · , σi, · · · )i =


1 σ /∈ {0̂, vi},

0 σ ∈ {0̂, vi}.

There is an acyclic matching on g−1(s) for each s ∈ {0, 1}n\{(1, 1, ..., 1)} that matches

0̂ with xl, where l is the smallest number such that sl = 0. An application of Lemma

2.3.6 yields the desired acyclic matching on F(X1 ∗ · · · ∗Xn).

3.2 The Topological Representation Theorem for

Matroids

Here, we present the main theorem in [Eng10].

Theorem 3.2.1 (The Representation Theorem of Matroids, [Eng10]). Let

M be a rank r matroid, and l a rank- and order-reversing poset map from L(M) to

Br, the Boolean lattice on [r]. Let X be a locally finite, regular CW complex and for

each σ ∈ Br define

DX(σ) = ∗ri=1


X if i ∈ σ

∅ if i /∈ σ

to get a Br-diagram DX with inclusion morphisms.
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Define the L(M)-diagram DX(M, l) = DX ◦ l. Then

(Y,A) = (hocolimDX(M, l), {hocolimDX(M, l)≥a | a is an atom of L(M)})

is an X-arrangement of L(M) and

TX(M, l) :=
⋃
A∈A

A '
∨

p∈L(M)\0̂

X∗(r−rk(p)) ∗
|µ(0̂,p)|∨

Srk(p)−2

 .

We call the space TX(M, l) a topological representation of the pair (M, l). Before we

prove the theorem, we make three general observations:

I. By Lemma 2.2.8, we know that

hocolimL(M)≥q
DX '

∨
p∈L(M)≥q

(∆(L(M)<p ∩L(M)≥q) ∗D(p)) = Dq = X∗(r−rk(q))

since ∆(L(M)<p ∩ L(M)≥q) is a cone if p > q and the empty set if p = q.

II. The dimension of hocolimD≥q is the same as that of X∗(r−rk(q)) since the di-

mension of ∆(M<p ∩M≥q) is rk(p)− rk(q)− 1.

III. Any free group action Γ on X induces a free group action on X∗k by mapping

p1 ∗ p2 ∗ · · · ∗ pk 7→ γ(p1) ∗ γ(p2) ∗ · · · γ(pk)

for each p1, ..., pk ∈ X and γ ∈ Γ.

Proof of Theorem 3.2.1. First, we prove that (Y,A) is an X-arrangement.

1. Since Y is defined as hocolimL(M)DX and L(M) has a unique smallest element,

Y ' X∗r and dim(Y ) = dim(X∗r by observations I and II.
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2. Since each A ∈ A is defined as hocolimL(M)≥a
DX for some atom a in L(M),

A ' X∗(r−rk(a)) = X∗(r−1) and dim(Y ) = dim(X∗(r−1)), again by observations I

and II.

3. If B is an intersection of A1, ..., Ak in A, then

B =
k⋂
i=1

Ai

=
k⋂
i=1

hocolimL(M)≥ai
DX

= hocolimTk
i=1 L(M)≥ai

DX

= hocolimL(M)≥
Wk

i=1
ai
DX

' X∗(r−rk(
Wk

i=1 ai)

for some atoms a1, ..., ak in L(M) and dim(B) = dim(X∗(r−rk(
Wk

i=1 ai))).

4. By observation III, the proofs of parts 1 through 3, and the fact that every map

in DX is an inclusion, any free group action of Γ on X extends beyond X∗k to

a free action on hocolimLDX for any subposet L of L(M).

5. Assume B ' X∗e is an intersection of complexes in A and let A ∈ A such that

A + B. From part 3, we know that B has the form

B = hocolimL(M)≥
Wk

i=1
ai
DX ' X∗(r−rk(

Wk
i=1 ai))

for some atoms a1, ..., ak of L(M). By definition, there is an atom a0 of L(M)

such that A = hocolimL(M)≥a0
DX and since A * B, we know that a0 �

∨k
i=1 ai.
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Since L(M) is geometric, in particular semimodular, we get that

rk

(
k∨
i=0

ai

)
= 1 + rk

(
k∨
i=1

ai

)
.

We conclude that

A ∩B = hocolimL(M)≥
Wk

i=0
ai
DX

' X∗(r−rk(
Wk

i=0 ai))

= X∗(r−rk(
Wk

i=1 ai)−1)

= X∗(e−1).

Thus, (Y,A) is an X-arrangement. Next, we prove that

TX(M, l) '
∨

p∈L(M)\0̂

X∗(r−rk(p)) ∗
|µ(0̂,p)|∨

Srk(p)−2

 .

By definition,

TX(M, l) =
⋃
A∈A

A =
⋃

a atom of L(M)

hocolimL(M)≥a
DX = hocolimL(M)>0̂

DX .

Since D(p) ' X∗(r−rk(p)) for every p ∈ L(M) \ 0̂, whenever p ≥ q, we get D(p) ∗

X∗(rk(p)−rk(q)) ' D(q). By Lemma 3.1.4, we can deformation retract all of the spaces

in the diagram to get null-homotopic maps, and then conclude by Lemma 3.1.3 that

hocolimL(M)>0̂
DX '

∨
p∈L(M)>0̂

(∆((0̂, p)) ∗D(p)).
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By Lemma 2.1.7, the homotopy type of an open interval (a, b) ⊆ L(M) is

∆((a, b)) '
|µ(a,b)|∨

Srk(b)−rk(a)−2.

Thus, ∆((0̂, p)) '
∨|µ(0̂,p)| Srk(p)−2 for each p ∈ L(M)>0̂. From here it straightforward

to check that

TX(M, l) =
⋃
A∈A

A '
∨

p∈L(M)\0̂

X∗(r−rk(p)) ∗
|µ(0̂,p)|∨

Srk(p)−2

 .

Remark 3.2.2. The regularity and finiteness conditions on X are only needed for

computing the homotopy type of TX(M, l). In Chapter 4, we omit these conditions

because they are not essential to our results, but one should continue to assume that

they are there for the remainder of the dissertation.

3.3 Examples and Computations

In this section, we give some explicit examples of the construction in Theorem 3.2.1.

We also compute the homotopy type of the topological representations of Ur,n, the

rank r uniform matroid on the set [n], for X ' S0 and X ' S1 and we give a

closed formula for the f -vector of TX(Ur,n) for an arbitrary CW complex X. These

quantities are utilized, in Section 4.4, to give upper bounds on the Betti numbers

and f-vectors of the topological representations of any rank r matroid on n elements.

To make the computations easier, we simplify the formula for the homotopy type of

TX(M, l) in Theorem 3.2.1 in the next remark:
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Remark 3.3.1. Let (M, l) be as in Theorem 3.2.1. Since each p ∈ L(M) \ 0̂, the space

X∗(r−rk(p)) ∗ Srk(p)−2 depends only on the rank of p, we can rewrite the formula for

the homotopy type of TX(M, l) as follows:

TX(M, l) '
∨

p∈L(M)\0̂

|µ(0̂,p)|∨
(X∗(r−rk(p)) ∗ Srk(p)−2)


'

r∨
i=1

wi(M)∨ (
X∗(r−i) ∗ Si−2

)
'

r∨
i=1

wi(M)∨
S i−1

(
X∗(r−i)

)
where Sk(Y ) is the k-fold suspension of Y .

Example 3.3.2. Here we construct a topological representation of the matroid M

from Example 2.1.4. Since M has rank three, we define an embedding l : L(M)→ B3

by l({1, 2}) = {1, 2}, l({3}) = l({4}) = {1, 3}, and l({5}) = {2, 3}. The Hasse

diagram of L(M) is drawn in Figure 3.3.1 decorated with triples of dots representing

joins of spaces. Shaded dots correspond to S0 and unshaded dots correspond to ∅.

Figure 3.3.1: Decorated Hasse diagram of L(M).
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{

Figure 3.3.2: The space TS0(M, l) from Example 3.3.2 (left) compared with a spher-
ical arrangement whose lattice of flats matches that of M (right).

Example 3.3.3. The matroid M in Example 3.3.2 arises from an actual sphere ar-

rangement whose intersection lattice matches L(M). Here, we show how to construct

TS0(M) for a matroid which cannot this way. Let F be the matroid corresponding

to the Fano plane, as shown in Figure 3.3.3.

 









Figure 3.3.3: Decorated Hasse diagram of L(M).

The flats of F can be read off from Figure 3.3.3 by taking of the maximal sets of

collinear points along with the circle {2, 4, 6}. The Hasse diagram of L(F ) is drawn

in Figure 3.3.4.
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Figure 3.3.4: The lattice of flats of F .

Figure 3.3.5 shows a depiction of TS0(F, l) for some embedding l : L(F )→ B3.

















 









Figure 3.3.5: The space TS0(F, l) sitting inside S2.
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Example 3.3.4. Here we compute the homotopy types of TS0(Ur,n) and TS1(Ur,n),

which are codimension one and codimension two homotopy sphere arrangements rep-

resenting Ur,n. By Theorem 3.2.1 and Remark 3.3.1, we have

TS0(Ur,n) '
r∨
i=1

wi(Ur,n)∨
S i−1

(
(S0)∗(r−i)

) ' r∨
i=1

wi(Ur,n)∨
Sr−2


and

TS1(Ur,n) '
r∨
i=1

wi(Ur,n)∨
S i−1

(
(S1)∗(r−i)

) ' r∨
i=1

wi(Ur,n)∨
S2r−i−2

 .

Therefore, the representations are homotopy equivalent to wedges of spheres. To

count the number of spheres of each dimension, we compute wi(Ur,n) for each i ∈ [r].

Observe that the subposet of L(Ur,n) consisting of elements with rank at most r − 1

is isomorphic to that of Bn. So, for every p ∈ L(Ur,n) with rk(p) ≤ r − 1, µ(0̂, p) =

(−1)rk(p) and hence, wi(Ur,n) =
(
n
i

)
for each i ∈ [r − 1]. The only remaining element

of L(Ur,n) is the single rank r flat [n]. To compute wr(Ur,n) = |µ(0̂, [n])|, we apply

Proposition 2.1.5. Let a ∈ [n]. The coatoms of L(Ur,n) which do not cover a are the

r − 1 element subsets of [n] which do not contain a. There are
(
n−1
r−1

)
of them. Thus,

TS0(Ur,n) '
m∨
Sr−2 and TS1(Ur,n) '

r∨
i=1

m(i)∨
S2r−i−2



where m =
(
n−1
r−1

)
+

r−1∑
j=1

(
n
j

)
and m(i) equals

(
n
i

)
if i ∈ [r − 1] and

(
n−1
i−1

)
if i = r.

In Example 3.3.4, we see that

βk(TS0(Ur,n)) =


(
n−1
r−1

)
+

r−1∑
j=1

(
n
j

)
k = r − 2

0 otherwise
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and

βk(TS1(Ur,n)) =



(
n−1
r−1

)
k = r − 2(

n
2r−k+2

)
k ∈ {r − 1, ..., 2r − 3}

0 otherwise.

We prove, in Section 4.4, that these are upper bounds for the Betti numbers of any

rank r matroid on n elements. These two cases are of special interest since the

space TS0(M, l) is the homotopy sphere arrangement analog of a real hyperplane

arrangement and TS1(M, l) is the homotopy sphere arrangement analog of a complex

hyperplane arrangement. Example 3.3.4 illustrates that this analogy is drawn not

only from the codimension of the arrangements, but from their overall behavior as

well. The codimension two picture reveals more information about the underlying

matroid than the codimension one case, since each nonzero Betti number of TS1(M, l)

is determined by the elements of L(M) with a specific rank whereas βrk(M)−2 is the

only nontrivial Betti number of TS0(M, l).

We conclude this section by computing the f -vector of TX(Ur,n) for an arbitrary

CW complex X. To do this, we use two standard formulas for computing f -vectors.

If ∆ and Γ are CW complexes, then

fk(∆× Γ) =
∑
l+m=k

fl(∆) · fm(Γ) and fk(∆ ∗ Γ) =
∑

s+t=k−1

fs(∆) · ft(Γ)

where l,m ≥ 0 and s, t ≥ −1.

Example 3.3.5. Here we compute the f -vector of TX(Ur,n) for a finite CW complex.

Since TX(Ur,n) is the quotient of a disjoint union of CW complexes, we begin by
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computing the f -vectors of those spaces. Let p ∈ L(Ur,n) \ 0̂. Then

fk(∆((0̂, p]))×DX(p)) =
∑
l+m=k

fl(∆((0̂, p]))) · fm(DX(p))

where l,m ≥ 0. For fm(DX(p)), we know that

fm(DX(p)) = fm(X∗(r−rk(p)))

=
∑

j1+j2+···+jr−rk(p)=m−r+rk(p)+1

fj1(X) · fj2(X) · . . . · fjr−rk(p)
(X)

=
∑

α∈V r
rk(p)

(m)

(
r − rk(p)

α

)
fα(X)

where V r
q (m) = {α ∈ Zr−q≥0 | α · 1 = r − q, α · 〈−1, 0, ..., r − 2〉 = m− r + q + 1} and

each ji ≥ −1.

We could proceed by computing fl(∆((0̂, p]))) and summing fk(∆((0̂, p]))×DX(p))

over all p to get an upper bound on fk(TX(Ur,n)), but this bound would not be

tight since TX(Ur,n) is a quotient of
∐

p∈L(Ur,n)\0̂ ∆((0̂, p])) × DX(p). Instead, we

avoid the double counting by considering the quotient in advance. Since every vertex

q ∈ ∆((0̂, p]) \ p will be identified to itself in ∆((0̂, q]), we need only to count the

faces of ∆((0̂, p]) that contain p. We will denote this new vector by f ◦(∆((0̂, p])).

If rk(p) = r, then DX(p) = ∅ and fm(DX(p)) = 0 for all m ≥ 0. Thus,

fk(∆((0̂, p])) × DX(p)) = 0 for all k ≥ 0. If rk(p) < r, then (0̂, p] is isomorphic to

Brk(p)\0̂ and hence, ∆((0̂, p]) is the barycentric subdivision bd(σrk(p)−1 of a (rk(p)−1)-

dimensional simplex. From here, it is clear that the faces of ∆((0̂, p]) \ {p} are ex-

actly the faces of bd(σrk(p)−1) that came from the boundary, ∂σrk(p)−1, of σrk(p)−1.

In [BW08, DPS10], it is shown that the f -vector of a barycentric subdivision of a

simplicial complex ∆ is obtained by multiplying f(∆) by the matrix A = (aij) where
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aij =
j∑
ι=0

(−1)ι+j
(
j
ι

)
ιi. Thus,

f(bd(σrk(p)−1))− f(bd(∂σrk(p)−1)) = f(σrk(p)−1) · A− f(∂σrk(p)−1) · A

= 〈0, ..., 0, 1〉 · A

=

〈
j∑
ι=0

(−1)ι+j
(
j

ι

)
ιrk(p)

〉
j≥0

and hence f ◦l (∆((0̂, p])) =
l+1∑
j=0

(−1)j+l+1
(
l+1
j

)
jrk(p).

Putting everything together, we get that fk(TX(Ur,n)) is equal to

r−1∑
i=1

(r
i

) ∑
l+m=k

( l+1∑
j=0

(−1)j+l+1

(
l + 1

j

)
ji

)
·

 ∑
α∈V r

i (m)

(
r − i
α

)
fα(X)


where l,m ≥ 0. Just as with the Betti numbers, we show that these vectors are upper

bounds to those of any rank r matroid on n elements.

As a final observation, we note that this formula can be simplified a great deal

for certain X. For example, if X = S0, then f(X) = 〈1, 2, 0, 0, ..., 0〉, so fα(X) = 0

whenever there exists a j ≥ 1 with αj > 0. Therefore, it is only necessary to sum over

the elements α ∈ V r
i (m) whose only nonzero terms are α−1 and α0. The only such

vector is 〈r− i−m−1,m+1, 0, 0, ..., 0〉. Thus, fm((S0)∗(r−i)) =
(

r−i
r−i−m−1, m+1

)
·2m+1.
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Chapter 4

Topological Representations of

Matroid Maps

In this chapter, we prove our main results. Specifically, we show that weak maps

between matroids induce continuous maps between their topological representations.

Moreover, we prove that TX is a functor, up to homotopy, for every CW complex

X and observe, from the theory of homotopy colimits, that the induced maps are Γ-

equivariant wheneverX supports a free Γ-action. We conclude with some applications

of our work, including a new and conceptual proof of Proposition 2.1.18.

4.1 Preliminaries

An enticing feature of Engström’s construction for Theorem 3.2.1 is the specification

of an embedding l : L(M) → Br. This allows us to obtain different geometric

realizations of the same representation in a combinatorially convenient way, adding

versatility to the construction in a number of applications. For instances in which the

specific geometric realization on TX(M, l) is less vital, we observe that the homotopy
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type of TX(M, l) is independent the choice of l. In such cases, we often fix a canonical

choice of embeddings. Either way, maintaining this versatility with respect to matroid

maps requires a bit of bookkeeping. We proceed with some new definitions:

Definition 4.1.1. Let M be a matroid and ρ ∈ N such that ρ ≥ rk(M). A ρ-

embedding of M is a rank- and order-reversing poset map l : L(M)→ Bρ.

For convenience, we refer to the pair (M, l) where M is a matroid and l is a

ρ-embedding of M as a ρ-embedded matroid. In the case where ρ = rk(M), we

abbreviate ρ-embedded matroid to embedded matroid.

Definition 4.1.2. Given ρ-embeddings l : M → Bρ and l′ : N → Bρ of matroids

M and N , a weak map τ : M → N is called ρ-admissible if for every p ∈ L(M),

l(p) ⊆ l′(τ#(p)).

Before we address the main theorems, we make two remarks: the first asserts

that all of our results about ρ-embedded matroids with ρ-admissible maps apply to

ordinary matroids and weak maps; the second describes how the topological pic-

ture changes when we consider the topological representation of a ρ-embedding of a

matroid M where ρ > rk(M).

Remark 4.1.3. For any matroid M there are, in general, many choices of l which

yield an embedded matroid, see [Eng10]. Moreover, for any weak map τ : M → N

and ρ ≥ max{rk(M), rk(N)}, one can always find a pair of maps l and l′ so that τ :

(M, l)→ (N, l′) is ρ-admissible. Indeed, one can fix a canonical map l̂ : L(M)→ Bρ

for all matroidsM with ρ ≥ rk(M). For the rest of this chapter, we set l̂ : L(M)→ Bρ

to be the map defined by l̂(p) = [ρ − rk(p)] for each matroid M . When using l̂, we

simplify our notation to DX(M) := DX(M, l̂) and TX(M) := TX(N, l̂).
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Lemma 4.1.4. Every weak map τ : M → N between matroids M and N is a

ρ-admissible weak map between the ρ-embedded matroids (M, l̂) and (N, l̂) for each

ρ ≥ max{rk(M), rk(N)}.

Proof. Let p ∈ L(M). Since τ is a weak map, rkN(τ#(p)) ≤ rkM(p) and hence,

l̂(p) = [ρ− rkM(p)] ⊆ [ρ− rkN(τ#(p))] = l̂(τ#(p)).

Thus, τ is ρ-admissible.

Remark 4.1.5. For a ρ-embedded matroid (M, l) with ρ > rk(M), the space TX(M, l)

is not an X-arrangement. We leave it to the reader to check that the fifth condition

in the definition of an X-arrangement is not satisfied. It turns out, however, that

these spaces are merely X-suspensions of X-arrangements.

Proposition 4.1.6. For any ρ-embedding l of a matroid M ,

TX(M, l) ' Xρ−rk(M) ∗TX(M).

Proof. It is a straightforward fact about homotopy colimits that for any P -diagram

D and finite CW complex Y , Y ∗ hocolimP D = hocolimP E where E = Y ∗ D is

the diagram defined by associating Y ∗ Dp to each p ∈ P and letting id ∗ dpq :

Y ∗Dp → Y ∗Dq be the map induced by taking the identity on Y , dpq : Dp → Dq,

and extending linearly to each element in the join Y ∗Dp for each p ≥ q in P . Thus,

Xρ−rk(M)∗TX(M) = hocolimL(M)\0̂X
ρ−rk(M)∗DX(M). Since DX(p) ' X∗(rk(M)−rk(p))

for each p ∈ L(M), we know that Xρ−rk(M)∗DX(p) ' Xρ−rk(p) ' DX(l(p)). The result

follows from Lemma 2.2.7.
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Since the dimension of TX(M) is a function of rk(M), it is not always possible

to find nice maps between TX(M) and TX(N) when rk(M) 6= rk(N). In such

cases, we can still make stable statements, i.e. TX(M) and TX(N) are compared

after a sufficient number of X-suspensions. In the language of Proposition 4.1.6,

this corresponds to taking ρ-embeddings l and l′ of M and N , respectively, for some

common ρ ∈ N and comparing TX(M, l) to TX(N, l′). We are now ready to present

the main theorems of the paper.

4.2 Continuous and Equivariant Representations

We begin by showing that ρ-admissible weak maps induce morphisms of diagrams.

Theorem 4.2.1. Let X and Y be finite CW complexes with a continuous map f :

X → Y and let (M, l) and (N, l′) be ρ-embedded matroids where ρ = max{rk(M), rk(N)}.

If τ : (M, l) → (N, l′) is a ρ-admissible weak map, then τ# induces a morphism of

diagrams

(τ#, α) : DX(M, l)→ DY (N, l′).

Proof. The map τ# is clearly a functor from L(M) to L(N). We proceed by

constructing a natural transformation α from DX(M, l) to DY (N, l′) ◦ τ#. Since τ

is ρ-admissible, we get a natural transformation η : l → l′ ◦ τ# where ηp is the “⊆”

map in Bρ. Next, let fs : DX(s)→ DY (s) be the diagonal map induced by f for each

s ∈ Bρ. Then f yields a natural transformation f̄ from DX to DY . This can be seen
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diagrammatically since for each p ≥ q in L(M) and s ⊆ t in Bρ,

⊆

l(p) −→ l(q)

ηp ↓ ↓ ηq

l′(τ#(p)) −→ l′(τ#(q))

⊆

ι

DX(s) −→ DX(t)

fs ↓ ↓ ft

DY (s) −→ DY (t)

ι

clearly commute. Since DX(M, l) = DX ◦ l and DY (N, l′) ◦ τ# = DY ◦ l′ ◦ τ#, define

the natural transformation α to be the “horizontal” composition of η and f̄ .

Since morphisms of diagrams induce continuous maps between their homotopy

colimits, Theorem 4.2.1 immediately implies that non-annihilating, admissible weak

maps induce continuous maps between the topological representations of embedded

matroids. We can prove a much stronger corollary using the theory of homotopy

colimits.

Corollary 4.2.2. For any finite CW complexes, X and Y , and continuous map

f : X → Y , a ρ-admissible weak map τ : (M, l) → (N, l′) between ρ-embedded ma-

troids induces a continuous map

τ ∗ : hocolimL(M)DX(M, l)→ hocolimL(N)DY (N, l′)

such that (1) τ ∗|TX(M,l) is homotopic to a map into TY (N, l′) and (2) if a group Γ

acts freely on X and Y such that f is Γ-equivariant, then τ ∗ is Γ-equivariant as well.

Proof. The existence of τ ∗ follows directly from Theorem 4.2.1 and Proposition

2.2.10. If τ is non-annihilating, then τ ∗|TX(M,l) maps into TY (N, l′) and (1) is trivial.

Otherwise, let a be any atom in τ#(L(M)\ 0̂) and let τa : L(M)→ L(N) be the map
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induced by

τa(p) :=


τ#(p) if τ#(p) 6= 0̂ ∈ L(N)

a otherwise

for every atom p ∈ L(M). By Proposition 2.2.11, τ ∗ ' τ ∗a and since τa is non-

annihilating, τ ∗a maps TX(M, l) to TY (N, l′). Condition (2) falls out naturally from

[DH01].

Example 4.2.3. Consider the weak map id : M → N from Example 2.1.11. Let

l be as defined in Example 3.3.2 and define l′ : L(N) → B3 by l′({1, 2}) = {1, 2},

l′({3, 4}) = {1, 3}, and l′({5}) = {2, 3}. Then id∗ : TS0(M, l) → TS0(N, l′) is the

cellular map indicated in Figure 4.2.1 sending the cells {3} and {4} to {3, 4} and the

cells {3, 4} and {4, 5} to {3, 4, 5}.













Figure 4.2.1: The spaces TS0(M, l) (left) and TS0(N, l′) (right).

While Theorem 4.2.1 and Corollary 4.2.2 are rather general, they restrict to special

cases which are more practical. For instance, if we set X = Y , choose a canonical

family of embeddings, such as l̂, and restrict our attention to matroids of a fixed

rank, then we get the following simpler statements.
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Corollary 4.2.4. Let X be a finite CW complex and let M and N be rank r matroids.

If τ : M → N is a weak map, then τ# induces a morphism of diagrams

(τ#, ι) : DX(M)→ DX(N)

where ι is the natural transformation given by inclusion maps.

Corollary 4.2.5. For any finite CW complex, X, a non-annihilating weak map τ :

M → N between rank r matroids induces a continuous map

τ ∗ : TX(M)→ TX(N).

Moreover, if there is a free group action of Γ on X, then τ ∗ is Γ-equivariant.

4.3 Functoriality

Let M(r, n) be the category of rank r matroids on n elements with weak maps

and define Å(r, n) to be the category of embedded rank r matroids on n elements

with admissible weak maps. In this section, we show that TX : Å(r, n) → Ho(Top)

is a functor for each CW complex X, and that it extends naturally to a functor

M(r, n) → Ho(Top). Here, Ho(Top) denotes the homotopy category of Top, i.e. the

category with topological spaces and homotopy classes of continuous maps.

By Theorem 3.2.1, we know TX maps the objects of Å(r, n) to objects in Top,

but by Corollary 4.2.2, TX only maps morphisms of Å(r, n) to homotopy classes of

morphisms in Top. Therefore, we can only hope for a functorial relationship between

Å(r, n) and Ho(Top). This still requires some work, however, since composition is

not always preserved by #.
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Example 4.3.1. Let M,N,L ∈M(3, 4) be defined by their flats

FM =

{
∅, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {1, 2}, {1, 3}, {1, 4}, {2, 3}, {2, 4}, {3, 4}, [4]

}
FN =

{
∅, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {1, 2}, {1, 3}, {1, 4}, {2, 3, 4}, [4]

}
FL =

{
∅, {1}, {2}, {3, 4}, {1, 2}, {1, 3, 4}, {2, 3, 4}, [4]

}

and observe that the identity map on [4] gives weak maps idMN : M → N , idNL :

N → L, and idML : M → L. Clearly, idML = idNL ◦ idMN , but

id#
ML({3, 4}) = {3, 4} 6= {2, 3, 4} = id#

NL ◦ id
#
MN({3, 4}).

Figure 4.3.1: Sphere arrangements corresponding to matroids M , N , and L in Ex-
ample 4.1.
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Fortunately, we can show that TX preserves composition up to homotopy, i.e.

(σ ◦ τ)∗ ' σ∗ ◦ τ ∗ for any pair of weak maps τ : M → N and σ : N → L, as indicated

in Figure 4.3.1 by the arrow id#
ML({3, 4}) = {3, 4} to id#

NL ◦ id
#
MN({3, 4}) = {2, 3, 4}.

Theorem 4.3.2. For any fixed r, n ∈ N with r ≤ n and CW complex X, TX is a

functor from Å(r, n) to Ho(Top). Furthermore, if X is equipped with a free Γ-action

for some group Γ, then T Γ
X is a functor from Å(r, n) to Γ-Ho(Top).

Proof. From the preceding discussion, we know that TX maps objects to objects and

morphisms to morphisms. All that remains to check is that TX preserves identity

maps and compositions up to homotopy. To see that the identity map id on an

embedded matroid (M, l) induces the identity map on TX(M, l), observe that id#

is the identity on L(M) and that each component of α in the morphism (id, α) :

DX(M, l)→ DX(M, l) is the identity map. Therefore, (id, α) is the identity morphism

on DX(M, l) which induces the identity map on its homotopy colimit, and hence on

TX(M, l).

Next, let τ : (M, lM) → (N, lN) and σ : (N, lN) → (L, lL) be admissible weak

maps between rank r embedded matroids. We claim that (σ ◦ τ)#(p) ⊆ σ# ◦ τ#(p)

for all p ∈ L(M). Clearly, τ(p) ⊆ clN(τ(p)), so σ(τ(p)) ⊆ σ(clN(τ(p))). This implies

that

(σ ◦ τ)#(p) = clL(σ(τ(p))) ⊆ clL(σ(clN(τ(p)))) = σ# ◦ τ#(p)

for all p ∈ L(M). By Remark 2.2.12, there exists a natural transformation γ :

σ# ◦ τ# → (σ ◦ τ)#. Consider the morphisms of diagrams (σ# ◦ τ#, α) and ((σ ◦

τ)#, β) obtained in Theorem 4.2.1, i.e. α and β are natural transformations whose

components consist of inclusion maps. By Proposition 2.2.11, we know that (σ◦τ)∗ '

σ∗ ◦ τ ∗ and therefore, TX is a functor from Å(r, n) to Ho(Top). The Γ-equivariant
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version of the theorem falls out naturally from the homotopy colimit toolbox in

[DH01].

We conclude this section with the following immediate consequence of Theorem

4.3.2 and Lemma 4.1.4.

Corollary 4.3.3. The map µ : M(r, n) → Å(r, n) defined by M 7→ (M, l̂) extends

each TX to a functor from M(r, n) to Ho(Top).

4.4 Applications

In this section, we explore several combinatorial aspects of weak maps which have nice

topological interpretations. We begin with a new and conceptual proof of Proposition

2.1.18. For a fixed CW complex X and ρ ∈ N, define Yi = S i−1(X∗(ρ−i)) for each

1 ≤ i ≤ ρ. By Remark 3.3.1, for any ρ-embedded matroid (M, l),

βk(TX(M, l)) =

rk(M)∑
i=1

wi(M)βk(Yi) (∗)

for each k ∈ N. So, there is a natural correspondence between the Whitney numbers

of the first kind of a matroid and the Betti numbers of its topological representation.

Our goal, then, is to prove that the Betti numbers of a topological representation

of a matroid weakly decrease under the image of a continuous representation of a

weak map. To begin, we need the following lemmas:

Lemma 4.4.1. Let X and Y be CW complexes and let A,B ⊆ X and C,D ⊆ Y be

subcomplexes such that X = A ∪ B and Y = C ∪D. If f : X → Y is a continuous

map satisfying

• f(A) ⊆ C and f(B) ⊆ D,
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• f |A, f |B induce surjections, f̃A : H∗(A)� H∗(C), f̃B : H∗(B)� H∗(D),

then f induces a surjection, f̃ : H∗(X)� H∗(Y ).

Proof. Consider the induced chain map on the Mayer-Vietoris sequences of X =

A ∪B and Y = C ∪D. We get the following commutative diagram:

H∗(A)⊕H∗(B)
δ−→ H∗(X)

(f̃A, f̃B) ↓ ↓ ↓ f̃

H∗(C)⊕H∗(D) −→
δ

H∗(Y )

where δ is the standard difference map. Since f̃A, f̃B, and δ are surjections, δ ◦

(f̃A, f̃B) = f̃ ◦ δ is a surjection and hence, f̃ is a surjection too.

Lemma 4.4.2. Let (f, α) : D → E be a morphism of diagrams. If f ∗ induces a

surjection

H∗(hocolim{p∈P :f(p)≥q}D)� H∗(hocolimQ≥q
E)

for each q ∈ Q, then f ∗ induces a surjection H∗(hocolimP D)� H∗(hocolimQ E).

Proof. This proof follows that of Theorem 3.8 in [WZŽ99]. We induct on |Q|.

If either |Q| = 1 or there is a unique minimal element in Q, the statement is triv-

ial. So, suppose that q ∈ Q is one of several minimal elements Q. Then write

Q = Q≥q ∪Q \ {q} and P = f−1(Q≥q)∪ f−1(Q \ {q}). By induction, f ∗ induces sur-

jections H∗(hocolimf−1(Q≥q)D) � H∗(hocolimQ≥q
E) and H∗(hocolimf−1(Q\{q})D) �

H∗(hocolimQ\{q} E). Since hocolimP D = hocolimf−1(Q≥q)D∪hocolimf−1(Q\{q})D and

hocolimQ E = hocolimQ≥q
E ∪ hocolimQ\{q} E , the result follows from Lemma 4.4.1.

Now, we can prove that surjective weak maps induce surjections in homology, and

thus, weakly decrease the Betti numbers.
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Theorem 4.4.3. Let X be a finite CW complex and τ be a surjective ρ-admissible

weak map between ρ-embedded matroids (M, l) and (N, l′). Then

βk(TX(M, l)) ≥ βk(TX(N, l′))

for each k ∈ N.

Proof. We prove that τ ∗ induces a surjection in homology. The key observation

is that the space hocolimL(N)≥q
DX contracts onto DX(q) for each q ∈ L(N). By

Lemma 2.1.16, there exists a flat p′ ∈ (τ#)
−1

(q) with rkM(p′) = rkN(q). Thus,

hocolim{p∈P :τ#(p)≥q}D contains DX(p′), which is included into DX(q) by τ ∗, and

hence, τ ∗ induces a surjection

H∗(hocolim{p∈L(M):τ#(p)≥q}DX)� H∗(hocolimL(N)≥q
DX).

By Lemma 4.4.2, τ ∗ induces a surjection H∗(TX(M, l)) � H∗(TX(N, l′)) and the

result follows immediately.

When X ' S1, Yi ' S2r−i+2 and thus, β2r−i+2(TS1(M)) = wi(M) for each i ∈

{0, 1, ..., r}. Proposition 2.1.18 is now an easy corollary of Theorem 4.4.3:

Corollary 4.4.4 (Proposition 2.1.18). If τ : M → N is a surjective weak map

and rk(M) = rk(N) = r, then wk(M) ≥ wk(N) for each k ∈ {0, ..., r}.

Proof. For k ∈ {0, ..., r},

wk(M) = β2r−k+2(TS1(M)) ≥ β2r−k+2(TS1(N)) = wk(N).
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Since every rank r matroid on n elements is a weak map image of Ur,n, the following

upper bounds on Betti numbers are a simple consequence of Theorem 4.4.3:

Corollary 4.4.5. If M is a rank r matroid on n elements, then

βr−2(TS0(M)) ≤
(
n− 1

r − 1

)
+

r−1∑
j=1

(
n

j

)

and βk(TS0(M)) = 0 for all k 6= r − 2. Furthermore,

βk(TS1(M)) ≤


(
n−1
r−1

)
k = r − 2(

n
2r−k+2

)
k ∈ {r − 1, ..., 2r − 3}

and βk(TS1(M)) = 0 for all k /∈ {r − 2, ..., 2r − 3}.

Proof. Since βk(TX(M)) ≤ βk(TX(Ur,n)) for every CW complex X and k ∈ N, the

result follows from the computations in Example 3.3.4.

We also get upper bounds on the f -vector of a matroid using an identical proof,

but with the result in Example 3.3.5.

Corollary 4.4.6. If M is a rank r matroid on n elements, then fk(TX(M)) is

bounded above by

r−1∑
i=1

(r
i

) ∑
l+m=k

( l+1∑
j=0

(−1)j+l+1

(
l + 1

j

)
ji

)
·

 ∑
α∈V r

i (m)

(
r − i
α

)
fα(X)


where l,m ≥ 0.

Next, we take a close look at truncations. To begin, observe that for any rank

r matroid M and n ≤ r, the lattices L(M) and L(T r−n(M)) are isomorphic up to

rank n − 1. Thus, wk(M) = wk(T
r−n(M)) for each k ≤ n − 1. For k = n, we have
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the following lemma which we suspect is already known. Since we could not find a

reference for it, we include a proof here.

Lemma 4.4.7. For any rank r matroid M and n < r, wn(M) ≥ wn(T r−n(M)).

Proof. Let a be a rank one flat of T r−n(M), let Fn−1
a be the set of rank n− 1 flats

of T r−n(M) which do not cover a, and let Fn be the set of rank n flats of M . By

Lemma 2.1.5,

wn(T r−n(M)) = µL(T r−n(M))(0̂, 1̂) =
∑

q∈Fn−1
a

|µL(T r−n(M))(0̂, q)|.

Since every interval in a geometric lattice is geometric, we apply Lemma 2.1.5 again

to get µL(M)(0̂, p) = −
∑

{q∈Fn−1
a | q≤p}

µL(M)(0̂, q) for each p ∈ Fn. Observe that each

q ∈ Fn−1
a is covered by at least one element of Fn, so

wn(M) =
∑
p∈Fn

|µL(M)(0̂, p)| ≥
∑

q∈Fn−1
a

|µL(M)(0̂, q)| = wn(L(T r−n(M))),

because µL(M)(0̂, q) = µL(T r−n(M))(0̂, q) for all p with rk(q) < n.

We can now give some sufficient conditions for when the topological representation

of a surjective weak map strictly decreases Betti numbers.

Theorem 4.4.8. Let X be a finite CW complex and τ be a surjective ρ-admissible

weak map between ρ-embedded matroids (M, l) and (N, l′). If rk(M) > rk(N) and

βk(Yi) 6= 0 for some i ∈ {rk(N) + 1, ..., rk(M)}, then βk(TX(M, l)) > βk(TX(N, l′)).

Proof. By Lemma 2.1.15, τ factors uniquely through a truncation. Thus, Proposi-

tion 2.1.18 and Lemma 4.4.7 combine to give wi(M) ≥ wi(N) for all i ∈ [rk(N)]. By
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Equation (∗),

βk(TX(M, l)) =

rk(N)∑
i=1

wi(M)βk(Yi) +

rk(M)∑
i=rk(N)+1

wi(M)βk(Yi)

≥
rk(N)∑
i=1

wi(N)βk(Yi) +

rk(M)∑
i=rk(N)+1

wi(M)βk(Yi)

= βk(TX(N, l′))

Since each wi is positive (Lemma 2.1.6), wi(M)βk(Yi) is positive whenever βk(Yi) 6= 0.

When X = S0, Yi ' Sρ−2 for each 1 ≤ i ≤ ρ. Since TS0(M, l) is a wedge of

(ρ− 2)-spheres, βρ−2 is the only nonzero Betti number.

Corollary 4.4.9. If τ is a surjective ρ-admissible weak map between ρ-embedded ma-

troids (M, l) and (N, l′) and rk(M) > rk(N), then βρ−2(TS0(M, l)) > βρ−2(TS0(N, l′)).

We conclude this section by considering when the topological representations of

two matroids on the same ground set, which are comparable by weak order, can

be homotopy equivalent. By experimentation, this only seems to happen when the

matroids have isomorphic lattices of flats or equivalently, have the same simplification.

Conjecture 4.4.10. Given a finite CW complex X which is not contractible and

two ρ-embedded matroids (M, l) and (N, l′) such that TX(M, l) ' TX(M, l′), if there

exists a surjective weak map τ : M → N , then τ# is an isomorphism.

We are able to give a partial result in the case of strong maps.

Proposition 4.4.11. Given a finite CW complex X which is not contractible and

two ρ-embedded matroids (M, l) and (N, l′) such that TX(M, l) ' TX(M, l′), if there

exists a surjective strong map σ : M → N , then σ is an isomorphism.
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Proof. The main observation is that M and N must have the same rank. If

rk(M) > rk(N), then by Theorem 4.4.8, there is a k ∈ N such that βk(TX(M, l)) >

βk(TX(N, l′)) which is not possible since TX(M, l) ' TX(N, l′). Therefore, rk(M) =

rk(N) and, by Proposition 2.1.19, M ∼= N .

Whenever X is a homotopy sphere, the conditions of Proposition 4.4.11 are sat-

isfied. Therefore, any mapping between homotopy sphere arrangements which arises

from a strong map, but is not an isomorphism of the underlying matroids, strictly

decreases Betti numbers.
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Chapter 5

Future Directions

In this dissertation, we established a new framework for studying weak maps of

matroids in terms of continuous maps between X-arrangements. We finish with

some unresolved questions and a discussion of some natural extensions of this work.

5.1 The Topology of Geometric Lattices

5.1.1 The Choice of Embedding of a Matroid

In Theorem 3.2.1, we saw that the homotopy type of TX(M, l) is independent of the

choice of l. It would be nice to have a more direct proof of this fact.

Question 5.1.1. Given two embeddings (M, l) and (M, l′) of the same matroid M ,

can we find an explicit map between TX(M, l) and TX(M, l′) which is a homotopy

equivalence?
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5.1.2 A Combinatorial-Topological Dictionary

There are a number of concepts in matroid theory which are closely related to

weak maps and hence, could benefit from studying their continuous representations,

e.g. duality, minors, connectivity, decomposability, and F -representability for var-

ious fields F , see [Whi86]. If we assemble these topological interpretations into a

combinatorial-topological dictionary between matroids and their X-arrangements, it

is likely we will find more applications similar to those in Section 4.4. At a minimum,

this approach will provide a broader perspective in which to study matroids.

5.1.3 The Unimodality of the Whitney Numbers

With the new topological interpretation of Whitney numbers presented in this the-

sis, one may hope to solve more elusive problems such as the famous unimodality

conjectures of Rota [Oxl92, Rot71].

Conjecture 5.1.2 (Rota, 1971). For every rank r geometric lattice, L, the Whitney

numbers of the first kind are unimodal, i.e. for some 0 ≤ k ≤ r,

w0(L) ≤ · · · ≤ wk−1(L) ≤ wk(L) ≥ wk+1(L) ≥ · · · ≥ wr(L).

Conjecture 5.1.3 (Rota, 1971). For every rank r geometric lattice, L, the Whitney

numbers of the second kind are unimodal, i.e. for some 0 ≤ k ≤ r,

W0(L) ≤ · · · ≤ Wk−1(L) ≤ Wk(L) ≥ Wk+1(L) ≥ · · · ≥ Wr(L).

Huh and Katz recently proved Conjecture 5.1.2 for representable matroids by

studying the intersection theory of certain toric varieties [Huh10, HK11]. Since homo-
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topy colimits of diagrams of spaces can be used to construct toric varieties [WZŽ99],

one might hope to extend the work of Huh and Katz to non-representable matroids.

5.1.4 Tutte Complexes

For a geometric lattice L and atom a, the Tutte complex TC(L, a) is a two-dimensional

CW complex on the coatoms of L which do not cover a. The Tutte Homotopy The-

orem states that TC(L, a) is always simply connected [Tut58]. While it has far-

reaching applications in representation theory, its proof has the reputation of being

long and technical [Bjö95].

Problem 5.1.4 (Björner, 1995). Give a conceptual proof of the Tutte Homotopy

Theorem.

In a personal correspondence, Björner suggested that diagrams of spaces may

be the natural way to proceed. Indeed, one could begin by constructing a diagram

of spaces on the subposet of L not covering a whose homotopy colimit is simply

connected and deformation retracts onto TC(L, a).

5.1.5 Orlik-Solomon Algebras

The Orlik-Solomon Theorem states that if a geometric lattice arises from a complex

hyperplane arrangement, then the cohomology algebra of the complement of that

arrangement is isomorphic to the Orlik-Solomon algebra of its corresponding matroid

[Yuz01]. The following question was implicitly posed by Swartz in [Swa03]:

Question 5.1.5 (Swartz, 2003). Is there a cohomological interpretation of the Orlik-

Solomon algebras for the geometric lattices which are not realized by complex hyper-

plane arrangements?
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In light of the work in [Eng10], Engström and the author studied the complement

of a codimension two homotopy sphere arrangement which is the analog to a complex

hyperplane arrangement.

Conjecture 5.1.6 (Engström and Stamps, 2010). The Orlik-Solomon algebra of a

geometric lattice L is isomorphic to the cohomology ring of the complement of a

certain codimension two homotopy sphere arrangement representing L.

We argue that approaching the Orlik-Solomon Theorem from this perspective is

the correct way since the Orlik-Solomon algebra of a geometric lattice L has a natural

filtration by L and the homotopy type of a sphere arrangement depends only on L.

5.1.6 Matroid Bundles

Gel’fand and MacPherson used oriented matroids to provide nice combinatorial for-

mulas for characteristic classes of topological spaces with regular cell structures by

associating an oriented matroid bundle to each real vector bundle [GM92]. Theorem

1.2.2 then allows one to construct a “spherical” bundle for each oriented matroid

bundle. Anderson and Davis showed that both of the above processes are functo-

rial and their composition behaves like the forgetful functor where the zero section

is deleted. Thus, little information is lost in the combinatorialization of real vector

bundles [And99, AD02]. It is natural to ask if we can combinatorialize vector bun-

dles over unordered fields, such as C. Our hope is that the results in this paper will

provide the toolbox for extending this line of work.

Question 5.1.7 (Anderson and Davis, 1999). Is it possible to combinatorialize a

vector bundle over an unordered field such as C?
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To any complex vector bundle, one can associate a matroid bundle in an anal-

ogous way to the real case; however, the topological representation argument has

not yet been extended to obtain a “spherical” bundle for each matroid bundle. This

dissertation, in particular Theorem 4.3.2, resolves a significant obstacle preventing

the development of a combinatorial complex vector bundle theory.

5.2 The Topology of Posets

Homotopy colimits of diagrams of spaces may be useful for studying a number of

other interesting classes of combinatorial objects whose underlying posets are nearly,

but not quite, geometric, e.g. antimatroids, greedoids, polymatroids, semimodular

lattices, etc. To this end, we aim to further the development of the homotopy colimit

toolkit put forth by Welker, Ziegler, and Živaljević [ZŽ93, WZŽ99], beginning with

two topics in particular.

5.2.1 Discrete Morse Theory

In Chapter 3, we saw that Engström used discrete Morse theory to compute the

homotopy type of a homotopy colimit of a diagram of spaces [Eng10]. This motivates

a further investigation of the interactions between diagrams of spaces and discrete

Morse theory.

Question 5.2.1. What is the relationship between the discrete Morse theory of a

cell complex in a diagram of spaces D and the discrete Morse theory of the homotopy

colimit of D?

This question is related to the Lemma 2.3.6 and the Nerve Lemma, which states

that the homotopy type of every cell complex which is a union of subcomplexes whose
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intersections are all contractible is completely determined by the combinatorics of

those intersections [Bjö95]. A typical application involves constructing a cover on

the complex of interest with a prescribed combinatorial structure and then using

discrete Morse theory to show each intersection in the cover is contractible. Question

5.2.1 asks what can be said about the Nerve Lemma when the intersections are not

all contractible.

5.2.2 Hom-complexes of Set Systems

A set system is a finite set together with a collection of distinguished subsets called

stable sets. A homomorphism between set systems is a map between ground sets for

which the preimage of any stable set is stable. Lovász showed how to construct a

cell structure, called the Hom-complex, on the set of homomorphisms between two

graphs [Lov78]. Babson and Feichtner-Kozlov used this construction to prove general

lower bounds for chromatic numbers of graphs [BK03, BK06, BK07]. Engström later

generalized it to simplicial complexes [Eng08] and Jonsson recently generalized it

further to set systems [Jon11]. Implicit in Engström’s work is a description for when

certain Hom-complexes of simplicial complexes can be realized as colimits of diagrams

of simpler Hom-complexes.

Question 5.2.2. Under what conditions can a Hom-complex of set systems be real-

ized as the colimit of a diagram of simpler Hom-complexes?

The arguments in [BK06, BK07] rely on spectral sequence computations. The

motivation for representing a Hom-complex as the colimit of a diagram of spaces

stems from the desire to avoid or simplify such computations.
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